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Leadership Circle meeting
January 5, 2011
Trinity United Church
Vernon
Present: Judith Hardcastle (chair); Jim Taylor (scribbler); Karen Medland, Lily Watson, Jim
Hannah, Ian Fraser (with new iPad), Norma Fraser, Ivy Thomas.
Regrets: Marion Hollingshead (flu and weather); Dawne Taylor (other commitments)
Worship: led by Karen Medland, on the Epiphany
Judith requested a brief check-in. Judith then declared the meeting formally in session at 11:02
a.m.

Agenda
Norma wanted evaluations added. Judith noted we needed to deal with minutes sometime. Ian will
add a verbal report from BC Conference Executive meeting. Ivy asked LC to look at the draft
policy for LLWLs.
Moved Karen/ seconded Norma, that we approve the draft agenda as amended. Carried.

Minutes of the last meeting
Moved Jim T/ seconded Karen, that we accept the minutes of the last meeting as circulated.
Carried.

Presbytery evaluations:
Some evaluations from the last Presbytery meeting were quite negative. It seems clear that
not everyone understands or embraces the concept of how our Presbytery runs.
There were no written comments pro or con about the time shift, starting later and carrying
on into Sunday afternoon.
There was criticism of the long days. Jim H stresses that we need to either take time off
during the afternoon or the evening. Members generally agreed that 12-hour days are not
appropriate.
Some musicians were offended that they were not invited to play their instruments. We
need to make clear that musicians invite themselves to play along.
The whole issue is dealing with change. Much of the resentment is simply that we haven’t
always done this before. We need to look for patterns of concern, not for individual ventings.
Jim H argued against sitting in sanctuary in rows – the sense of community is lost. Perhaps
LC needs to specify that Presbytery requires a suitable space where people can meet in table groups
or circles. If necessary, we may have to provide funding to assist host congregations in renting
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space. (When Clearwater hosted Presbytery, they voluntarily chose to use the per-person rates to
cover rental of school space, rather than making a profit on the fees.)
Moved Ian/seconded Lily, that Presbytery will meet in places where the seating facilitates small
group discussion and community building programs (e.g. not in fixed rows). Carried.
Karen registered her vote in opposition. She feels that this may exclude some congregations from
being willing to host Presbytery.
There was extensive discussion about how the message of Presbytery gets taken back to
congregations. It needs to be more than just a list of brainstormed highlights. It’s more important to
sort out one significant thing that we learned and got excited about, that we can then present to our
home congregations. This is part of training congregational representatives.
Ian discussed the “cascading, trickle-down” model of the church, where everything starts
from the top and spreads downward. Judith says that the new model implies that communication
should flow from the bottom to the top, not the other way around. For this meeting, Christina and
Anne can help people focus on what one thing excited them, what one thing can they take back to
their congregations as an Epiphany.
We are frustrated about the operation (or lack of operation) of those working units that are
expected to do their business during Presbytery meetings.
Presbytery needs to accommodate special diets (e.g., celiac limitations) to indicate the
ingredients (either by announcement or in the bulletin) so that people with dietary restrictions can
decide which meals they can participate in – including communion. Bob Hendry should convey this
when negotiating with the host congregations. Agreed by consensus.
Agreed that Presbytery should start at 5:30 with supper, 6:00 at the latest.
The supper on Saturday could be as late as 6:30, depending on business needs. There should
be an optional singalong after supper – music tends to give energy to people than to take it away
from them. We need both a worship leader and a music leader.

Leadership Circle policy
Judith asked us to consider how our policy is working. The electronic version she circulated
prior to this meeting included some pages that had not been distributed to the members of LC in
printed form.
Judith stressed that the policies are clear -- information is supposed to flow “up,” from all
the other areas, to the Leadership Circle. In the structural pyramid, the LC is clearly defined as the
highest level. In reality, everyone gets a report from working units at the Presbytery, but nothing
flows to the LC in between. Yet the policies universally say something like, “...shall not fail to
inform the Leadership Circle…” or “…responsible for ensuring that communication flows
upwards…”
It’s assumed, in the policies, that the Leadership Circle is fully informed of the needs of the
Presbytery. Without knowing what’s going on in Presbytery, how can the Leadership Circle do
visioning for the Presbytery as a whole?
There are discrepancies between some versions of the policies even though they seem to
carry the same date of approval.
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The policy also clearly states that the LC must contain a minimum of 1/3 from clergy or
laity, and should have a balance of youth, age, gender, etc. When Jim T and Marion H leave, the
LC will be almost exclusively clergy.
Judith volunteered to put on an orientation workshop, after the rise of Conference when her
term ends, for the new chair and new members of LC, to inform them about what she has
discovered. No date was set.
The policies are not on the website in full, only in part.
Karen suggested that the policy governance model requires one person who acts as CEO, to
whom all reporting takes place. That person is in charge. Ivy notes that churches are usually not
willing to grant any one person that much authority.
Jim T argues that there is an underlying belief in the efficacy of the “corporate person” in
the form of the Leadership Circle. The “corporate person” is a myth. Action depends on an
individual being willing to act. The chair of Presbytery, the CEO, will have to funnel the
information to where it needs to go.
We were impressed with Dawne’s summary of the functions of the Leadership Circle.
Karen feels that the policy governance model was never designed for use with churches.
Any model will work, if you choose to make it work. Policy governance is too nebulous for 80% of
her congregation. It requires consistency of leadership and participation; it does not work well with
a revolving-door membership where it takes people a year or two to understand what they’re doing,
and then their term expires.
Canadian Memorial in Vancouver threw out their policy. They said, in effect, get the work
done first, and then develop the policies that will enable that to happen.
Jim T thinks that if the chair is going to function as a CEO, he or she needs to be elected by
Presbytery t, not selected by a largely invisible leadership circle. Judith wants to know whether we
make the present model work, or throw it out and start new?
Ian asked us to focus on care for our congregations, care for our ministry personnel, and
care for the relationship between them. If all we did was focus on those three pieces of work, we’d
have plenty to do. There is still room for a Management Team that keeps grinding out the daily
decisions. And there is still room for a Leadership Circle that looks ahead into the future. Let’s
organize ourselves around that; we can have policy around that perspective; we need policy around
that.
By general agreement, the Leadership Circle affirms the current governance model and will
seriously engage with the existing policies to make them work better;
Moved Karen/seconded Lily
1. That we propose to Presbytery that, for two years, the focus of Presbytery’s work shall be on the
care of congregations and their ministries, the care of ministry personnel, and care of the
relationship between the two.
2. That it shall be a goal of Presbytery to visit every congregation over the next two years to initiate
discussions about these three issues.
Carried
Our intention is that we wish to schedule presbytery so that the time usually allocated to working
units shall be used for this purpose.
We hope that this motion will be ratified by the full Executive tomorrow.
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Draft agenda for February meeting
We made detail amendments to the draft agenda. The note taker did not take notes.
We need to talk about who’s doing worship and who’s going to do piano, music, singalong.
We have to allow time for reports, elections, and ratification of executive actions. We need
to make an announcement on Friday about the positions available, when nominations must be in,
when they will close, and what the election process will be.
We anticipate that we might be finished by 2:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Ian recommends sending our motion (see above) with a bit of preamble, as notice that this
issue will be coming up.
Need a feedback evaluation form. We will ask Graham to develop one. It should be kept
very simple. What did you enjoy most, what least, what would you change… It’s worth doing a 1-5
rating on items such as food, music, worship, facility, theme presentation, with additional space for
comments.

B.C. Conference Executive
Ian reported that it was a 1.5 day meeting, on Vancouver Island.
The first day was spent on policy governance; Doug does a good job of reporting. It
included a policy governance audit, by an external auditor (who was Ian, before he put on his KOPrepresentative hat).
Fraser Presbytery had a concern that the three lower mainland presbyteries have no
conference staff, but receive income equivalent to half-time staff. Fraser Presbytery has used that
revenue for missions and projects. They are now re-focusing on amalgamations, closures, etc., and
want additional resources from Conference. Some camp properties and sales have gone into
Conference finances, not into Fraser Presbytery’s resources. The issue is still under consideration.
There was more monitoring of the General Secretary.
Discussion of the theme of Conference this spring, on a connectional church.
Ian was asked to provide a written report for inclusion with the other reports that go out
before the February meeting.

Sexual Harassment policy
Jim spoke about his concerns that an overly rigourous application of the current Sexual
Abuse and Harassment policy could preclude two mature adults from falling in love, especially in
remote communities where there is no other theologically-liberal church for a parishioner to attend.
Karen said that the key concern is pastoral care. They can stay in the same congregation, but
the pastoral care for that person must now reside with someone else.
The important thing is that any relationship must be open, honest, and transparent. Jim H
wonders if we could ask to have a section added t the policy which addresses mutually responsible
relationships.
If you are single and available, and you want to date someone who is also single and
available, there is a process you can go through, but it is not formally stated in the policy.
Jim will revise his concerns into a draft motion and will send it to Judith, for submission to
Presbytery to consider.
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Nominations
Judith asked if anyone is interested in letting their name stand for chair of Presbytery. Karen
agreed to let her name stand for a two-year term.
Judith expressed an official thank you to Jim Taylor and Marion Hollingshead for their years of
service.
Jim H recommended Martha Scales as a potential lay representative on the LC. Other
possibles mentioned were Chris Samsom, David Nelson, etc. as young people.
Judith closed this portion of the meeting at 5:00 p.m. The meeting will continue Thursday morning
together with the Management Team as the full executive.
Chair
Judith Hardcastle

Note taker
Jim Taylor
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